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ATLAS IRON — STANLEY POINT BERTHS 3 AND 4 

390. Mr W.R. MARMION to the Minister for Transport: 

I note Atlas Iron’s ASX update that states that the minister has confirmed that Stanley Point berths 3 and 4 are set 
aside for junior miners. 

(1) Why has the minister written to Atlas Iron throwing this into doubt, creating significant sovereign risk 
and wiping $60 million off Atlas Iron’s market capitalisation today? 

(2) What is the definition of a “junior miner”? 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI replied: 
I thank the member for that question. 

(1)–(2) The position we have taken in relation to South West Creek is the position that was taken by the previous 
government; it is the position that the board has held constantly; and it is the position that North West 
Infrastructure asked us to again confirm, which we did last week through my office. That is what 
happened. It is the position that the former government, and the member, as Minister for Transport in that 
government, took in relation to saying that the exclusive arrangements would no longer apply because, 
after many years of asking to prove up the proposal, that did not happen. Year after year, that feedback 
was given. Then what happened? The then minister sent the letters and he confirmed the arrangements. 
The port authority continued to have the same stance, and North West Infrastructure asked us to confirm 
it in a final letter, which happened. That is what happened. That is exactly what happened, and it is the 
same position that the previous government took. When we won government we were told that this was 
the position. The previous government tried to get a commitment in relation to the developments there 
and tried to get some movement. That did not happen. I think the initial meetings occurred in 2008–09, 
and there were further meetings in 2014. Nothing moved, and as a result that exclusivity has been taken 
away. 
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